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1. INTRODUCTION 
Karlin and Pinkus [5] showed that the Green’s functions for a class of mixed 
boundary-value problems are sign consistent of all even or all odd orders. 
\Vhen Karlin and Pinkus apply their results to periodic boundary conditions 
they recover the results of Karlin and Lee [4] in slightly weakened form. 
Specifically, the sign-consistency properties of the Green’s function developed 
in [4] hold on the square [0, 1) x [0, 1) which, in view of the periodicity of 
the Green’s function, is the largest domain for which such properties can hold. 
However, when the results in [5] are specialized to the periodic case, the sign 
consistency assertions of [4] are only recovered for the open square (0, I) x (0, 1). 
Since the analysis in [5] is particularly natural for analyzing sign consistent! 
of Green’s functions, it is useful to disclose how the methods in [S] can be 
used to obtain the results in [4] in their full strength. Essentially this requires 
establishing an extension of the basic total positivity properties of the kernel 
K(x, w) as elaborated in [2, Theorems 1 and 1’1; see Theorem 2.1 below. This 
extension is made in Section 2 and used in Section 4 to establish analogs of 
the results obtained in [4] for a class of boundary conditions which includes 
periodic and antiperiodic boundary conditions as well as some special boundary 
conditions which are “partly mixed.” Section 5 presents applications of the 
results of Section 4 to spline interpolation. Finally, in Section 6 the results of 
Karon [3] and Karlin [2] for separated boundary conditions are reformulated 
in the light of the results in Section 2. 
The notation of [I] will be used: Let A be an m x n matrix and Y < m, 12. 
Then 
stands for the determinant of the matrix obtained from A by deleting all rows 
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for E,. T-m * 1 or I and for all choices of indices 1 1’, . “. ...I i,. . HI, 
I ‘.:j, < .” ‘.I jr 1 II. Likewise, if G(.v, .s) is real-Yalued and defined on tlrc 
product of two real intervals .Y I. S, then 
\\here s, c .Y, x, c S for ;,j I ,..., r. G(s, s) is SC’, if r,.G,,.l(x, s) 0 fo1 
t). == -; 1 or I and all choices of points .fl c.. ... .:: .v~ , sI . .‘. C. S, . If A 
is SC,. , then c,(3) denotes the fixed nonzero sign associated with the r I 
minors of -4. The expression c,.(G) has a similar meaning for G(s, s). 
It is convenient to define the empty product to be 1. Thus, nl_, cl 1. 
In conclusion, we mention that the results of this paper imply the existence 
of certain best quadrature formulas. This follows from the fact that the best 
quadrature formula in a certain class of formulas is induced by a monospline 
satisfying appropriate interpoiatory and boundary constraints. This approach 
to best quadrature problems was initiated by Schoenberg [7-91 and was extended 
by Karlin [6] and I,ee [IO], among others. The results helow serve to establish 
the existence of the required monnspline, hence, the best quadrature formula. 
Let zci E CrLIO, I] be positive functions for i =-: I,..., II and 
(2.1) 
Thus I, is a differential operator of I’bl!.a type Won [0, I]. The equation LU = 0 
has a basis of solutions 
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i = 2,..., 11, which form an extended complete Tchebyscheff system on [0, 1 
Evidently, 
where 
(D’-‘Ui)(O) = Wi(O) 6ij 3 i,j = I,..., 12, 
(Dj-luj)(.r) =- ZC,~(S), j zz ] )..., 71, 
the identity operator. The function 
is the fundamental solution for Lu = 0 determined by zero initial data at zero 
and the characteristic jump discontinuity 
which is equivalent to the requirement that the ordinary (E - 1)st derivative 
of 4,(x; t) exhibit a jump of I/p,(Q at x = [ where L = pO(x) d”/dxn i ... . 
The basic solutions {uj)jn_r of Lu = 0 and its fundamental solution 4(x; [) 
possess extensive total positivity properties which are set forth by Karlin [2] 
and summarized here. An extension of these total positivity properties, essential 
for the work in Section 4, is obtained in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. Define the 
kernel k’(z, ZL’) on Z x W, where 
KC;, E) = Q%,(~; 5)1x=1 , 
K(j, i) = Dj-‘u,(~)l,=~ . 
THEOREM 2.1 (Karlin [2]). The kernel K(z, w) is totally positive: FOI 
o<s,< . . . < MA < 1 , I < j, < . . . < j,, < n, 
I . < 21 < ... < 1, ( 12, 0 < (1 -c ... < E, < I, 
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z&h h .- p : 0 ! T, the determinant 
k- (l“ *..., .Y‘A , jl ,..., j” 
21 , ..-, i,,,tl, . . . . tTi -‘O 
(3.4) 
with strict inequalit-v holdin. iff the irrdices and variables satisjj 
E 8, ,r c. ’ .v ,I -c E,, -,i ,. , 1’ = I,..., A, (2.5) 
with equality permitted in the left-hand inequality zchen n :m= 1, and when g ;<: ,\ 
Conditions (2.5) and (2.6) apply only when the subscripts are meaningful. 
Extend the domain of K(z, ea) by replacing the interval (0, 1) in Z and W 
by J =- [0, 1). 
THEoREhl 2.2. Let the notation be as for Theorem 2.1 escept that 
0 :< ,x1 < ‘. . <: x,, < 1 and 0 ‘:: [, <: .. < [, <: I. Then (2.4) holds and strict 
inequality holds in (2.4) iff 
(a) For v = l,..., h 
with equality permitted in the left inequality when n = 1 and, when 0 2 A, 
,. 
J, ‘I: ‘A u 7 ,A -z I ,...) 4 --A. 
(b) If 1-1 > 1 then 0 ;‘I 1 and i, =:= 1 whenerer .x1 2: 0 while 0 .< n -- 1 and 
4 < n zcheneeer t, = 0. If n :-- 1, then i, = 1 zchen s1 == 0 < 5, and 0 =-: 0 
zGhen 0 = [, ‘- . x, 
Proof. A\ssume M :-, 1. If .x1 ‘.. 0 and [, ‘-> 0, Theorem 2.1 applies. Assume 
x1 == 0, f, . . 0. Then the first row of 
and all its entries are zero except possibly u?,(O) = zcil(0) 6i,,l . Thus, 
(2.7) 
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Applying Theorem 2.1 it follows that D > 0 iff (a) holds for v = 2,..., h and 
(b) holds. When v = 1, (a) automatically holds because x1 = 0 < 5, and 
(T >, 1. Assume xi = [i = 0. Then (2.7) holds and the column of K( 1::) in 
(2.7) corresponding to [i = 0 is 
Since &(x; 0) = U,(X), (2.7) may be written as 
Thus, when x1 = 5, = 0, D > 0 iff i, = 1 and i, < n and (a) holds for 
v = 2,..., X. When v = 1, (a) is again automatically satisfied because 
1 <a < n - 1. Finally, if 5, = 0 < X, then 
and D > 0 iff i, < n and (a) holds. When n = 1 the theorem is easily 
confirmed. 1 
Theorem 1’ in [2] extends Theorem 1 in [2] to include coincidences among 
the N’S and t’s: In Theorem 2.1 assume 
with the restrictions that 
(i) no more than n consecutive x’s or 6’s coincide, and 
(ii) at most rz f 1 of the x’s and s’s coincide. 
Then (2.4) h o Id s with the determinant defined as in [l, pp. 47-481 and strict 
inequality holds iff (2.5) and (2.6) hold with two added exceptions (see 
Remark 2.1 below). The extension of [2, Theorem I’] allowing x1 and/or t1 = 0 
is as follows. 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume that 
where the restrictions (i) and (ii) hold and 
x1 z .-* = xt = 0 < Xc+1 , t, = ..’ = sf, = 0 -: tr..l 
for t, Y 3 0. Then (2.4) holds and strict inequality prevails: 
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(1) If t -1.. r s: II strict inequality holds in (2.4) # i, =~_ t, i,, :Q II I’. (2.5) 
holds fey 1, r=: t ml- I,... , A, and (2.6) holds f OY p === I,..., (T --- A I’ (where 
i,; I = n -- r + 1, I :- I,..., T) ,with the added exceptions involving maximal 
coincidences: Suppose the sequences {,x1];. , ~ I and {tj)J_, -I have the special property 
that whenever (see (2.5)) [,, )_ : s,. i ,, : (, : c for some v, 1 ’ v 5,: T I’, mm SOFFIC 
r ‘,> 0 then in fact n -AL I s’s nnd E’s coincide at c. For such sequences, stricf inequalit?r 
holds i?z (2.4) # .v~-~~.,~-,, : : ..’ s,. ” ()” : c == ,f - l’,)~r “’ := ~YO.,.~h fOT SOFlzP 
0 < a, h < n ~~~ 1, a ~!- h = II I. and where L’,, is masirnal such that [,. (. : 
,xtvqfn = c. 
(2) Zf t + r := n -i- I strict inequality holds in (2.4) @ 0 t 1, 
i,-, = t - 1, (2.5) holdsfor v = t 4 1 ,..., X,andj,:‘X -pforp-:l,... ,tl A, 
with the same added exceptions of (1). 
The proof of Theorem 2.3 rests on [2, Theorem 1’1 and the following: 
wheyefj-&5) > 0 on [0, 11; in fact, fO,o([) G 1 andfor j > 1, 
Consequently, since +j(~~; 0) =- ui(x), 
j-1 
mhnk ELl == (- 1)‘-‘h-1.0(0) %+1--I(X) -L 1 fj-1,1(O) u,w+l(~). 
Z=l 
Here &(x; [) is the fundamental solution covrespolzding to Ill, 1 = l,..., n. 
Proof. For j = 1 the assertion is evident. The lemma can now be established 
by induction using the easily verified fact that 
Proof of Theorem 2.3(l). Let 
The column determined by t1 for 1 = 1 ,..., r is 
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where #Jx) = D:-‘&(x; f)/C=,, . In view of Lemma 2.1, by adding an appropri- 
ate combination of the columns labeled 4, ,..., E,-, to column fr , column [r 
can be replaced by the column 
(- 1 Y’fz-l,“(O) 
x [Un...l-&Y1) )...) 24 ._I-z(x,), D$% il--1(&=1 . . . . . D,~p-lu,,l-z(x)I,,l]r 
without changing the value of 11. Thus, after an interchange of columns, 
For 1 -= l,..., t the row N~ of the previous determinant has the form 
[D”uil(0) ,..., D,;-‘uia(0), D;-‘u,-,.+,(O) ,..., D;-%,(O), 
&‘~,(O; L+l)>..., D:-‘Cn(O; 01. 
Each entry in this row is zero except possibly 
D;--‘ui,(0) = q,(O) Sil,2 , 1 == l,..., (3. 
(Note that n - Y $- 1 3 t $- 1.) Thus, 
(2.9) 
D = 
The assertions in Theorem 2.3( 1) follow from this expansion for 11, Theorem 1’ 
in [2], and Remark 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3(2). First expand D as in (2.8) and then expand K( 1::) 
in (2.8) by its first (t - 1) rows (see (2.9)) to obtain 
D;-‘q,(O),..., D;-luiO(0), Df-l~,-l.‘l(0),..., II%,(O), 
x det Dk’4,(0; Ll),-., D%n(O; 6,) 
K 
[ 
.Tf,.l ,..., .21A ,I1 ,... ,i, 
Zt+l )...) i, ) n - I' -~I 1 ,..., n, (,+1 >."1 4, I 
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where K[:::] stands for the matrix with the indicated rows and columns. Since 
n ~ Y + 1 == f, D can be nonzero iff 0 = t 1, i, , t 1, in which case 
and the additional condition needed for 1) to be nonzero follows from (2. IO), 
Theorem 1’ in [2], and Remark 2. I. 
Remark 2.1. The statement of Theorem 1’ in [2] regarding the “added 
exceptions” should be amended to read: Suppose the sequences 
0 < x1 :.‘. ... ,: x* < I and 0 < E, .‘. I,< ’ 6, -c I 
have the special property that whenever [, = x’,, (, =: c (see (2.5)) for some 
index Y and some number c then in fact (rz + 1) x’s and 5’s coincide at the 
value c. For such sequences strict inequality holds in (2.4) iff at each maximal 
coincidence value c, 
x,,+,,“-” = ... =- s”+“” ~ c --: &,” =-- “. Suoi-b , 
for some 0 :< a, b .< rr - I, a -- b : n - 1, and where v0 is the largest index Y 
such that [,. :: s,~ ,, =- c. 
3. SIGN CONSISTEWY OF GREEN’s FKX~TI~SS 
Karlin and Pinkus [5] have established the sign consistency of the Green’s 
functions for certain boundary-value problems. The results from [5] needed 
below are summarized here. Given a matrix (I = ii A, B !!1L1:z71 with A and B 
both n x n, define 
C’ll) i cjp’ ,t i”,, (3.1) 
bv 
(P) 
[ii =~,~(-l)j~“‘“, i l,..., II, j I )..., II, 
== bi,en.-l-j 3 i -~z 1 ,...) II, j = m I,..., 2n, 
where p = 0 or p y 1. 
Let T be a subset of [0, l] and 
O,.(T) :-~- {x :-- (s, ,..., x,.): s, < ... -:I s,. 1 s; E T;. 
If G(x, 0, defined on T x 7’ is real-valued, then the rth compound kernel of 
G(s, Q, Gt,~(x, g), is defined on A,.(T) x A,.(T) ly 
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Associate with the differential operator L in (2.1) the boundary conditions 
(3.2) 
for i == I,..., n. Let C = 11 -4, B ij be the matrix of these boundary conditions 
and let .% denote either this set of boundary conditions or the set of functions 
in P[O, l] which satisfy (3.2). Then the boundary-value problem (L, 9) has 
a Green’s function G(.x, 0 iff 6 :=: det 1: C;i(~j)!$~~,-.r ;f 0; see (2.2). 
The following representation for 6 is given in [5]: 
It is also shown that when 6 #= 0, 
i c x \ ! l<j,<*.~<j,q‘gL ‘(“) ():‘i:.., j, , 2n + 1 -k _ ’ l;n $- 1 -k i I? P ,*..> 1 
l<kl<..‘<k,-,<n 
(3.4) 
where 1 <j,’ < ... <jkes <’ n are complementary indices to jr ,...,j, , p = 0 
or 1, and I = I, 2,... . It follows from (3.4) (see [5, Theorem 31) that G(x, 6) 
is SC,,-, whenever the boundary condition 9? are specified by a matrix C 
with 0”) SC, with full rank. 
Assuming that 01’) is SC, so G(x, 5) is SCz1m.D it is important for applications 
to discern when strict inequality holds in &G~~r-~l(x, 5) > 0. For the case of 
separated boundary conditions strict inequality will hold iff certain interlacing 
conditions are satisfied by the coordinates of x and EJ; see [2, 31. For periodic 
boundary conditions a similar result holds; see [4]. In the next section, the 
precise sign-consistency properties of a class of boundary-value problems 
specified by diagonal matrices are set forth. These problems include the case 
of periodic and antiperiodic boundary conditions, certain separated boundary 
conditions, and mixtures of the preceding conditions. 
Let C =-= -.4, B be the matrix of the boundal-y conditions .?I of (3.2). 
Assume throughout this section that 
.-I = diag(a, , a, ,..., a,,), 
B : diag(6, , 6, ,..., b,,), (4.1) 
0,’ hi” 0, i 1 I,..., II. 
The last condition means that the boundary conditions have full rank, II. If 
,4 = I and B =: --I (resp., B == I) then C specifies periodic (resp., antiperiodic) 
boundary conditions while if AB : 0, C specifies special separated boundary 
conditions. When det(AB) # 0 the boundary conditions specified by C will 
be called of periodic type, in which case -4 : I without loss of generality. 
Let 6, ,..., S,, be the standard coordinate basis vectors in n-space. ‘Then 
0”) = i~(-l)ri-“;l n,S, . ( --I)“” z u,S, ,..., (-l)l’n,,S,,, , h,,S,, ,..., 6,6, ,I, (4.2) 
and (with the notation of Section 3) 
C(Il) (‘.J”’ , 11 
,]I ,..., j,- , 2r1 -)- 1 -- k,,-, ,..., 211 i 1 - k, 1 
-~= det I:(- l)n+‘l+jl ajlSjl ,..., (-l)n+“-“ (I~$ , bk,,~,Sk.,, 6 ,..., h1h1 
n--s 
(~-l)(n~u)sijl”“‘~j~ fi aji n bJcl det 1, $, ~...) Sja, ak,,-, ,..., S,1 ‘. 
/-I 1 1 
Clearly the last determinant is zero unless 
r 
11 -= k IT 1 =z I,...) n --s. 
\Vhen (4.3) holds a short calculation yields 
(4.3) 
C(I)) ,l ( .‘... 
3 ‘2 
I1 )...) jB , 271 ~~- 1 - Iline* ,..., 27? I- I - 6,) 
(4.4) 
7 1=1 )..., n - s, 
n-s .q 
z (-])~,(,,--I)‘?‘~IJ,~ n (-])I’ hjz, n Qji , j,’ = k, 
1~ 1 i -1 
z-= 0, otherwise. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. PI’) is SC,, ;fl(-1)“AB 3;-- 0. 
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Proof. Assume PI” is SC,, and that aj,,bj, :,L 0 for some index j,, . In vievv 
of (4.1) there exist indices jr < ‘.. < jq such that j,, t {j,‘)mr: and 
Let o1 ,: .‘. < u,, i be the index set ~j’,)~~~ 1 u {I;,)- arranged in natural order. 
Then 
,,-.~-l 53 1 
E (----I)” b,,,, n a,;) . 0 (4.6) 
Ed 1 
because {o~‘)~=;“-’ = (jl’] YJ (j,,) and ai,, ::’ 0. The sign consistency of C(“) 
and (4.4) shows that the left sides in (4.5) and (4.6) agree in sign. Hence, 
(-- I)” Uj,,bj(, ‘. 0, 
and so (-- I)(’ AB >Z 0. 
Conversely assume (--l)” -AB ‘r 0. If additionally det -4 / 0, then 2 =_ 
nrl: (~ 1)” b,i2, &, ai, / 0 implies (-- 1)” h, ‘0 r ‘% 0 so I ‘I ’ 
i 
n-s < 
sgn z = sgn JJ aji’ n nji 
I- 1 I 1 
Thus, ( ~~ I)” AB > 0 and det ,3 f 0 imply PI,) is SC,,, . \Vhen (--1)” izB 3-c 0 
and det -1 = 0 define =I< =~= diag(qE,..,, a,‘), c ;a 0, by alp L= ai if ai j; 0 and 
n,’ -~: c( -I)” bi when n, : 0. Then ( -l)fd9’B I., 0, det At -i; 0 and so the 
matrix (C)(J’) corresponding to dE and B is SC, . Since the rz x rz subdeter- 
minants of (Cr)(7’) converge to the corresponding ones in 0”) as 6 J, 0, it follows 
that Cc”) is SC, . 1 
From (3.3) and (4.4), 
while by definition 
164 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. The boundary-value problem (L, M) has a Green’s function 
G(x, t) $7 
n 
6 n (uizuT(0) T- b&l)) + 0. (4.7) 
i-1 
Assume that (4.7) holds. Then (3.4) and (4.4) yield 
Theorem 2.2, Eqs. (4.8) and (4.4), and Proposition 4.1 imply 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume the boundary-value problem (L, S?) specified by (2.1) 
and A, B as in (4.1) has a Green’s function G(x, 5) and that (-1)~ -4B 2: 0 fat 
p = 0 OY p = 1. Let J -1 [0, 1). Then 0’3) is SC, and 
for 1 = 1, 2,..., where cY1 is the Jixed sign associated with C’(p) and strict inequality 
holds in (4.9) ifJ the followin‘? two conditions hold: 
such t!ht Th 
ere exists au index s, 0 5.; s -< n, and indices I .< j, < *.. < j\ -‘_ n 
fi aj, r[ bj,, #: 0 
and 
E,,,s-, -c %J -c Ls , v == l,..., 21 - p, (4.10) 
with equality permitted on the left when n = 1. 
(ii) If n >l thens<n-1 andj,‘=I whenx,=Owhiles>l and 
j8 = n when [, = 0. If n = 1 then s = 0 when x1 = 0 < t1 and s -= 1 when 
0 = El < x1 . 
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Remark 4.1. The significance of condition (ii) needed to ensure strict 
inequality in (4.9) h w en xi = 0 and/or 5, = 0 is readily understood: The 
restriction ii’ = 1 together with (i) implies that b, # 0 and hence that the 
boundary conditions do not include the stipulation u(0) = 0, which would 
entail G(0, 0 = 0 and the vanishing of all compounds of G when x1 = 0. 
Likewise the stipulationj, == 1z implies that a, f 0 and hence that the adjoint 
boundary conditions (see (5.2) below) do not imply u(0) = 0, which would 
entail G(x, 0) = 0 and the vanishing of all compounds of G when t1 = 0. 
Two special cases of Theorem 4.1 are highlighted below. Let X(c, ,..., c,) 
be the number of nonzero terms in the sequence (cj].L1 . 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume det A f 0 and the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. Then 
sgn(S det -4) Glzr-Dl(x, 5) :. 0 for x, 5 E Ll,,p,,(j) 
and strict inequality prevails if (4.10) holds and for n > 1: 
(a) If xl > 0, t1 > 0 then N(bl ,..., b,) 3,. n - s. 
(b) If x1 = 0, E1 > 0 then 6, 7; 0, s < n - 1, and N(b, ,..., b,) ;; 
n-l-s. 
(c) If x1 = 0, t1 = 0 then b, j- 0, 1 < s < n - 1, and N(6, ,..., bnWl) > 
n -- 1 - s. 
(d) If x1 > 0, 5, = 0 then s 3 1 and N(b, ,..., b,-,) > n - s. 
Forn==I:Ifx,=O<~,thenb,~Oands=OwhileifO==~,<x,then 
s = 1. (A similar result holds with the roles of A and B interchanged.) 
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.1 and note that cvl = (-1)~~1+~~(~~-1)/2 det A by 
(4.4) with s = n. i 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume the boundary-value problem (L, ti) has a Green’s 
function G(x, [), (- 1)” AB > 0, and that the boundary conditions are of periodic 
type (i.e., det AB # 0). Then 
sg@ det A) Grnt-p~(x, 5) 3 0 for x, 5 E 4-.,,(l) (4.11) 
with strict inequality in (4.11) $7 there is an index s, 0 < s < n, such that 
(i) tv+s--n < x, < &+s, v = I,..., 21 -P, with equality permitted in the 
left inequality when n = 1; 
(ii) If n > 1 then s < n - 1 when xl = 0 and s > 1 when ,$I = 0. If 
n = 1 then s = 0 when x, = 0 < f1 and s = 1 when [I = 0 < x1 . 
Analogs to Theorems 4.14.3 hold when coincidences are permitted among 
the coordinates of x and !$ in accordance with the restrictions of Theorem 2.3. 
For example, the analog of Theorem 4.3 is: 
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THEOREM 4.4. --lssume the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3 and that x and s sati.sj$ 
the restrictions stated immediately before Theorem 2.3. Then 
sgn(S det A) Gp2z-pl(x, 5) ‘I 0 (4.12) 
with strict inequality holding ifj 
(1) lf t of r :<’ n (in the notation of Theorem 2.3) there exist s, 
I’ : s ~5: n ~-- t such that 
with the added special exceptions of Theorem 2.3 with o : n -- S. 
(2) Ift ‘-r-~-t1 lthen 
5, , , <: s,. -c E,,- ,I 1 , 
forv =_ t I~ I,..., 21 -- p with the added exceptions of Theorem 2.3 with u =L t - 1. 
In the case of periodic boundary conditions, it was stated in [4] that 
G,,t~,l(x, 5) is nonnegative for I I, 2,... This is so when y, > 0 in [4], but 
in general the arguments used in [4] only establish that &Gtzl-i~(x, S) > 0: 
Equation (2.2) in [4] should read, after correcting an error in notation and 
replacing [0, 23~) hv [O. 1). 
where We := cxp(J‘s yl(t) dt) dn o( := ~~(1) :’ 1. It is incorrectly stated in [4] d 
that 01 :. 1. The argument given in [4] then shows that G,(x, s) is CTP, if 
wr( 1) .> 1 and -G,(x, S) is CTP, if wr( 1) -< 1. Then the subsequent induction 
argument implies that ,+Gr(x, s) is CTF,, , and a slight change in the 
induction hypothesis yields the sharper result &,.(s, S) is CTP,, , where 
E =z sgn[n’L=, (0+(l) l)]. ,4lt ernatively E can bc determined from (4.7) and 
(4.1 1) above: For example, if in [J], 
then 
where 
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and y,Jt) = 0. The b oundary conditions (1.8) in [4] can then be expressed as _ 
D’-lu( l), j ~7 1 >.“, r, 
and so aj = 1, bj = -l/wjP1(l) in the present context. Thus il = 1, 
(-1) AB 3 0, det AB f 0, and by Theorem 4.3, E = sgn 6. Since ~~(0) = 1, 
(4.7) yields 
S E fi (1 - l/Wj(l)), 
i=l 
c = sgn S := sgn fi (Wj(l) - 1). 
i-1 
5. APPLICATIONS TO SPLINE INTERPOLATION 
The results of Section 4 have applications to spline interpolation, as indicated 
below. These applications follow standard lines of reasoning (see, e.g., [l, 
Chap. lo]) and the proofs are omitted. For ease of exposition the subsequent 
results are stated only for the case of boundary-value problems of periodic type. 
Thus assume throughout this section that the boundary conditions 99 are of periodic 
type, that (L, 6%9) has a Green’s function G(x, [), that (-1)~ AB > 0 for p = 0 
or p = 1, and that n > 1, to avoid the special cases when n = 1. Also let J = [0, 1) 
and x = (xJ:)~;~, 5 = (~&” E d,r-,(J) for I = I,2 ,... . 
A function s(x) will be called a spline with knots 5. relative to (L, 5%) provided: 
(i) (Ls)(x) = 0 on [Ei , fi+r], i = 0 ,..., 21 - p, where &, = 0, far-,,, = 1; 
(ii) s is of continuity class Cnm2 on [0, I] and satisfies the boundary 
conditions B. 
It is elementary that any such spline has the representation 
s(X) = 2 +3x, 5j) 
j=l 
for certain constants aj . This representation and Theorem 4.3 imply 
THEOREM 5.1. Let x, 5 E A,,-,(J) and {yjSf;y” be any sequence of real numbers. 
Then there exists a unique @line s(x) with knots 5 interpolating yj at xj (i.e., 
s(x~)=y~,j=1,...,21-p)i~thereisanindexr,O,(r~n,suchthat 
Lr--n -=c xv < s,+r 9 v = I,..., 21 -p, 
Y < n - 1 when x1 = 0, and Y 3 1 when [I = 0. 
(5.1) 
P.5/27/2-2 
Boundary conditions adjoint to 
4: a,D-‘u(0) biD-~lU( 1) = 0, 
are 
$2”: L-i x0) D*j-h4(0) 
w 
for-j = I,..., n, where 
D*' ' Dz+.,-j "' D,>* j I)...' 11. 
nj* : -(lkuj) D, j _ 1 ,“‘, n, D -= djdx, 
and D*O = D,*,lD,* = I by convention. Form the differential operator 
and associate with it the boundary conditions .Wd: 




D*j-lLu(0) + z~;~~;~l, D*j-lLu(l) = 0, 
wherej = I,..., n. If U, 2’ E pA*B integration by parts yields 
ilc 1 MU 2: dx = 1’ (Lu)(Lv) dx = 1’ u(Mz~) dx. 
'0 . 0 '0 
It follows that (M, 9?*B) is self-adjoint and positive definite. Furthermore, if 
Di = D( 1 /wen+z-i)t j = ?I -1 1 ,...f 2n, 
where w, Im1(x) = 1, then 
:l;II == ((-l)fl/w,) D,, .** D, 
and the second set of boundary conditions in (5.4) can be expressed as 
&+1-j %+i-j 
w,+,_i(o) w,+,-j(o) Dn+i-lu(o) + w,+l-j( 1) w,+z-j( 1) D”+‘-l*(‘) = O 
for j = l,..., n. Thus M is of Polya Type Wand the boundary conditions .I”9? 
are of periodic type with (-l)p A$, > 0, where A, , B, are the diagonal 
matrices specifying these boundary conditions. Thus Theorem 5.1 applies to 
the splines relative to (M, 8*9?) and, in addition, since (M, LB’*@ is positive 
definite, hence Grjl(x, x) > 0 for x E d,(J), the following result holds. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let 5 E A,(J), j =: 1, ?,..., and real data {yr]jZ1 be giGen. 
Then there is a unique (M, .8*2)-spline s zcith knots 5 which interpolates y, at El: 
s([J ==yl, 1 = I,..., j. 
Let f~ ,$?*& signify that f satisfies the boundary conditions .&*.d and is of 
continuity class P[O, I]. Let 
(f, g) z-= jo1 (Lf)Wd d~vt y _ (f,f)‘;‘* 
1linor changes in the arguments used to prove Theorems 9.3 and 9.4 in [I, 
C’hap. lo] yield 
THEOREM 5.3. Letf E &+27, 5 E A,(J), j = 1, 2,..., and let q be an (31, W%)- 
spline zeith knots 5. Then the unique (M, BvB)- pl’ s me with knots 5 ,xlhich inter- 
polates f at the coordinates of 5 has the follozcing minimal norm and best approsima- 
tion properties: 
(j) !‘.yi~ = min(;~ g 1:: g E a**d(f)), zchere g t g*S(f) means g E .H/l^J and 
agrees with f at the knots 5. dloreoaer, g minimizes :~ g ! i#g = s. 171 particular, 
!j s ii < ‘/f ‘1 zuith equality $ff = s. 
(ii) ’ f - s ‘, tz !‘f - q 1, with equality 22 q = s. 
6. SEPAR4TED BOLXDARY CONDITIOKS 
Suppose II > 1 and that the boundary conditions (3.2) are separated: 
LTi(u) -:= f aijDj~lu(0), i l)..., I’, 
i-1 
: $, b,,Dj-h(l), i ~~ r ~-~ I ,,,. 1 77. 
Then C”‘) in (3.1) is specified b!- 
C,!:) _= aij( - l)n+j-y, i == I,..., I’, j == I,..., n, 
== b&,,rn+l-j 9 i -= r 1 I,..., II, j 71 L- 1 >..., 211, 
=-= 0, otherwise. 
A simple linear independence argument shows that the C’(p)( :::)-terms in (3.4) 
for s # r vanish. When s = r, 
pJ’ p”’ 9 77 l1 ,..., j, 2n L 1 - , k,,p,. ?n 1.. - ,..., 1 k, i 
(6.1) 
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where 
-9 z j/ uij(- l)j Ii m1 ,,,,, ~ . B --= i bi, qi=l, ,.,n--l’ 
,- ,.....n 7 -1 ,....n 
Thus C(l)) is SC iff II 
,tf is SC’,. an d B is !?(I,,-, , (6.2) 
in which case PI’) is SC, for botk p == 0 and p = 1. Assume (6.2) holds and 
let 21 ~- p --: q in (3.4). Then (3.3), (3.4), and (6.1) yield 
The assumption that G(x, <) exists is equivalent to the existence of indices 
jr ,..., j,, , k, 1 .. . . K,-,. such that 
for p = I,..., n --~- Y as follows from (6.3) because its denominator is 6, up to 
sign. If (6.4) holds then 
(- I)(-‘)‘J Glo,(x, 5) > 0 iff L--n -: S” < &, ! r 
for x, 5 E d&(0, 1)). These results comprise Theorems 3 and 4 in [2] and except 
for the precise sign of the compound kernel are due to Karon [3]. Use of 
Theorem 2.2 gives the following extension of these results. 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume the boundary-value problem (L, SY) is specified by (2.1) 
and separated boundary conditions satisfying (6.2) and (6.4). Then (L, .9?) has a 
Green’s function G(x, [) and, for J :-= [0, l), 
( --l)nl LT)q G[,,(x, 5) . - 0 for x, 5 E O,(J) 
with strict inequality holding iff 
t, , 1-12 < .T,. -: 5,+r , I’ = I,..., q, 
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and in addition when xlel = 0 there must exist indices 1 S< j, <: ... <jr -< ~2, 
1 < k, < *.. < A,,_,. <=, n such that (6.4) holds with j, >, 1 u-hen x1 = 0 and 
j, = n when [, = 0. 
Remark 6.1. Application of Theorem 2.3 yields a similar result \vith 
coincidences permitted in the xi’s and/or tj’s. 
Remark 6.2. Application of Theorem 6.1 to the classical Sturm-Liouville 
problem with n = 2 and boundary conditions specified by -4 = [al , a,], 
B = [b, , b,] implies that (- l)P G&x, 5) > 0 for x, 5 E O,(J) iff E,. 1 < s, -< [, i 1 , 
v = I,..., q, provided a, -;/; 0. 
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